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Abstract 

Our: 01 tltc roles of the new Main Injector ring, in the sec- 
,,~tcj phase 01 the Fermilab upgrade, is to deliver all year round 
I Ihe slow entract~cd 120 GcV test beams. The half-integer slow 
L~~~r.action system design and results from a Monte-Carlo simu- 
htion of fat spill are presented. The simulation was performed 
,,vl! II ,i comp~>ter tracking program based on the TEVLAT pra- 
,qr;11,1 ivit,h x large number of particles (up to 1000). Particle 
I tr;Ickittg included the systcmntic errors produced by the mag- 
,I<-lit ~~~~3ltipolcs within the dipoles and qaadrupoles xs well as 
LIIICIO~I millipole errors. 

I. Introduction 

l’l~(: Mitt lujeclor will replace the existing Main Ring in the 
lVc!r~uil;ib Accelerator Complex and allow significant enhance- 
IIIC:~ILS to both the Fermilab collider and fixed target programs. 
%~mbcr of protons delivered to the antiproton production tar- 
,;,:I, or t,at.nl number of protons delivered to the Tevatron will 
1,~. t,wo to three times higher than the present one. In addi- 
I iota the hl:~in Injector will provide continuous 120 GeV beam 
1%~ the experimutal area during the collider operation, a ca.- 
~~:~l~ili~~,v which does not presently exist in the Main Ring [I]. 
l’lh hlain I~~,jci:tar will he built from newly constructed dipole 
:IK~,~II~:~c. III Illis report we present a design system for the 
:,zlll-i~lwgrr resonant extract,ioo for the Fermilab Main Injec- 
~illr OIIC oi the major intcntioils of this project is to reconfirm 
I II.: qt1dit.y oi the mngnetic field in the Main Injector dipole 
.~rad c~udrupole magnets at 120 GeV operation. The beam 
,-ix: at 120 GeV is too small (for the normalized emittance of 

= 40 a ,,,m mrnd ‘he beam urnor zz, 1.7mm) to cause any 
,~,mccr~w about the aperture. The pati& trajectories during 
I 11%: slow ~xt~rxtion process attain large betatron amplitudes. 
1’111. liciil quality alw;i,ys deteriorates away from the axis. At 
l,i:it vducs oi the magnetic field slow extraction represents the 
III:I iur ;apcrt~~w probe and SCI t,hc limits on the magnetic field 
,j8i;tlily. 111 l,l~c iiu~ulalion pro~rss dilTweut quality of the mag- 
~.t,lic licld in t,lle dipolcc iln<l ill the quadrupoles were examined. 
11~ I 18~: first, part of t.he report, a short introduction into the half 
~;~trger reso~~u6 extraction is presented with the positions and 
d~i or the ~~~adrupole and octupole magnets. A modeling al 
1 lhc hall-integer resonant extraction with a computer program 
ii:wxl on the TEVLAT [2] 1s s own in part III. The magnetic h 
li,./d errors in the dipoles and the quadrupoles were included in 
I Ihc sinlulat,ion and the results of a Monte-Carlo simulation are 
,>I~cselllCLI. 

‘o,“.‘-ntc<i i,y the I,,,i”ersiti~s ,?,:srarch Associhliol, uoder co,,. 
i :I/( /\~illl l,lP I,. 8. De,n’-mcnr. of hcrgy 

II. Half Integer Extraction in the Main 
Injector 

The Main Injector lattice used in the half integer extrnctiou 
system is based on a FODO cell t s ructure with a 90” basic cell 
[l]. This lattice, as reported in the conceptual design, had bat,h 
the horizontal and vertical tunes close to a value of ?2.4, and 
natural chromaticities of & = -?8.02 and <, = -28.35. Tlrerc: 
were a total af 300 hundred dipoles in the ring. The m.zximn 
and minima of the betatron functions in the FODO cells were 
B rnO= a 58meters and &,,n vz Ilnreters. The lnlaximum cmo- 
menturn is 150 GeVJc while the slow extract,ion is perfornrcd 
at 120 GeV/c. This choice is related to the dipole’s magnetic 
field properties at the high field values-multipole content (the 
momentum of I.50 GeVjc requires the magnet,ic field of 17.20 
kG which is close to saturation). The slow extraction elec- 
trostatic and magnetic septa are located at the ins‘, one-pulse 
extraction straight section. The magnetic septa-Lambcrtson 
magnets wiII be common elements for both fast and slow extrac- 
tion processes. The fast kicker magnets, used for the one pulse 
fast-extraction, were located in the design report upstream ol 
the Lambertsan magnets with a betatroo pll;lse diKwence oi 
90’. During the slow extraction process the lxam is horizow 
tally deflected into the field region of the Lambertson nragnr:l, 
where it is bent upward. 

The choice of the half integer slow extraction far the rcr- 
milab Main Injector came mostly from the experience during 
operations in both Fermilab accelerators-the Main Ring and the 
Tevatron. Although both the third and half integer resonant 
extraction processes were designed in detail during the Tcra- 
tron design the half integer was chosen for operation [3]. The 
half integer resonance is a linear resonance and t,he beam is ci- 
‘her stable or unstable. The esonant extraction starts with R 
change of the tune toward the half integer value (vz = ??.5). 
The zero-harmonic octupole introduces a tune shift, au, c( x:2. 
A combination of the linear-quadrnpole and uoulil~cac- octupole 
elements creates a stable region in the phase space where a par- 
ticle oscillates between the “tired” points, Tlla unplitudc ul 
oscillation increases from turn to tarn. The motion of prti- 
cles is presented in figure I [4]. The central stable phzz space 
is reduced in size to be too small to contain the beam. Par- 
ticles then follow the trajectories of the unstable phase apace 
increasing their amplitudes of motion. The simulation of the 
slow extraction process included only a pair of quxlrupoles with 
opposite polarities and a zero-harmonic octapole nt the same 
location bs the slow extraction focusing quadrupole. The slow 
extraction focusing quadrupole lya~ located upstrenm of the 
electrostatic septum with a betatron phase dilTe~‘erence oi - 90’ 
degrees with respect to the septum. The other. dr:Iocusing slow 



ut.rnction qnadrupole, was located at the opposite side of the 
I;,,& 

i 

lixed paint 
I 

bigore 1. The phnse space lrojectories during the huff integer 

r~ioni,nt Shl" eztroction. 

‘i‘k position of the electrostatic septum wan selected at the 
;av;&ble drift space upstream of the Lambertson magnet with 
;t betatron phase difference of 75.GG0 degrees. It is always bet- 
~,or to position the electrostatic septum downstream of the fast 
lhrker magnets doe to unavoidable small beam losses at the wire 
:~rray of the septum. The beam loss will not induce radioactive 
,i:,ln;>gc to the kicker magnet. The length of the electrostatic 
>,.pt,um wa!z 3.6 meters. The septum high voltage was 54.4 kV 
,Itro~~ ,I 14 mm gap between the electrode and the wire array. 
‘l’his kick was strong enough to establish a G mm distance for 
I/IC ext~rzxt~ed beam at the magnetic septum. The magnetic 
,,./~~.mrn l.arnbrrt,soa magnet has a magnetic field-free region 
\~~h~~r(: the beam circulates through the center of the aperture. 
‘1’llc beau is bent in the vertical plane within the extraction 
rlhannel. The smallest separation between the field free region 
:~btd the extraction channel is 2 mm. The separation wall of the 
wcnum chamber in the field free region has two sides with an 
;il,gle of 450 degrees. 

III. Computer Simulation 
The slow extraction should provide a smooth constant rate 

nl <:xtracted beam throughout the cycle. Particles in the beam 
imw ~~navoidnble tone spread which uises from the final beam 
ll~omentum spread: the tune shift due to chromatic effects and 
~~I;LCC charge tune-shift which is intensity dependent. The tune 
sprcnd also comes from the nonlinear elements: the guide field 
lionlinearities, sextupoles or other nonlinear elements which in- 
,lllce betatron amplitude tune shift. The spill rate is usually 
clividcd into two kinds: a slow spill - where the length of the 
>I>ill is of the order of more than one second and a fast spill 
ivllere ihe length of the spill is of the order of 200 turns (one 
1 urn 2 lO,~sec). The time scale of the fast spill is small enough 
1 Ihat a cornpukr simulation of the complete process (with 1000 
/ 111 ws) is possible without any nppT0ximation withill reason- 
.11~1c cmnpnt~r time. The computing was performed with the 
rv,lrkstal,ion SUN SPARC-I. The code in simulation, deuel- 
ialacd in Fermilab [2], is a kick code where the particle ensemble 
ia propagated from element to element. The multipole field 

of the dipoles is presented with kicks of thin elements in the 
middle of the dipole. The simulation of the extraction process 
was performed only after the length of the ring, the natural 
chromaticities, the bet&Ion functions, and the tunes obtained 
by one particle tracking showed complete agreement with re- 
suits obtained with the SYNCH computer program. The parti- 
cles’ (400-1000 particles) initial positions, slopes of both coor- 
dinates, and momentum offsets, were chosen randomly. When 
the slow extraction process was simulated the gradients of the 
main quadrupoles in the lattice were first set to produce the 
horizontal tune of 22.485 with the vertical tune at a previous 
value of 22.4. The chromaticity sextupoles changed the chro- 
maticities to values -+3. The slow extraction quadrupoles and 
zero-harmonic octupoles were tuned to produce a stable phase 
space where an ensemble of particles oscillates with well de- 
fined stable points, as presented in fig, 1. The slow extraction 
quadrupoles could follow either a hdf sinusoidal or a linear 
ramp pulse above a d.c. value. The extraction of particles oc- 
curred when the pulsed part of the slow extraction qnadrupolcs 
wbs turned on. The electrostatic wire array was placed at li 
mm away from the center of the horizontal aperture. When 
a particle reached this distance it would undergo a horizontal 
kick of 0.12 mrad. If during this motion in a horizontal space 
a particle hit the wire (effective thickness of 0.1 mm) it was 
considered lost. This was used as an efficiency measurement 
and at the same time this was a way to determine if the step 
size in process was correctly defined. During J design procedure 
there is always a compromise between the efficiency which can 
be reached and the shape of the phase space of the extracted 
particles. The further the position of the septum array from the 
aperture center is the smaller losses are, but the worse magnetic 
field in the dipoles is. The maximum horizontal offset through 
the dipoles, in the whole Main Injector ring and before particles 
reached the septum array in the ring, was 44.9 mm. Because 
the electrostatic septum was placed close to the extraction Lam- 
bertson septum the extracted particles travel through a short 
part of the ring. The maximum horizontal offset in the magnets 
reached by the extracted particles was 25.4 mm. At the time 
of the tracking studies the new Main Injector magnet had not 
been built yet and the magnetic field quality was not known. 
The magnetic multipoles in the dipole field B(z) at offset z are 
defined as B(z) = BO[l + b2/2z2 + br/12z* + .I, and BO is 
the vertical field at the center. The Main Injector will replace 
the present Main Ring in Fermilab. The multipole content of 
the two kinds of the Main Ring dipoles (Bl and 82 dipoles) 
is known and has been measured. In the simulations a set of 
multipoles from the B2 Main Ring dipoles, which should re- 
semble the Main Injector dipoles, were used Because the Main 
Ring dipoles saturation occurs at higher current values (mag- 
nets were designed for the 400 GeV machine) the values of all 
multipoles were doubled. At Fermilab values of the multipoles 
in the magnetic field are defined as the relationship between 
the field produced by the multipole and the main dipole field 
bo at the distance of one inch multiplied with 10’. The average 
vshes of the measured (at the current of 1700 A) normal msl- 
tipoles in the Main Ring dipoles are presented in Table 1. The 
multipole expansion was cut at the eleventh pole. The simu- 
lation was performed with twice higher multipoles than those 
presented in table 1. The limits in the values of multipoles were 
set by the standard deviations obtained ia magnetic measure- 
ments [in the table 1 “sdev”). 



Table 1 

Normal Multipoles x 104 Skew Multipoles x10’ 

% = 0.037 sdev = 0.230 ca = 3.910 s&v = 0.391 

z = 0.059 deu = 0.443 $ 2 = 0.049 sdev = 0.197 

3 = 0.008 sdeu = 0.071 2 = 0.321 sdev = 0.221 

2 h,, = 11.009 sdeu = 0.328 2 = -0.026 sdev = 0.046 
': !1,, = "."O? sdeu = 0.051 2 0 = 0.092 sdev = 0.1131 

/‘IIF rlistrilmhos of an ensemble of 400 particles in the phase 
-IXKC! at the electrostatic and magnetic septum, during the sim- 
~u/:!,t,ion iare presented in figures 2 ad 3, respectively. 
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IFi~nre ?. Slow eztraction simulation during the fast spill. The 
distribution of 400 particles in the phase space ot the electro- 
,slolic septum (540 turns). 
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I.‘iprc 3. Slow extraction simulntion during the fast spill. The 
di.~tribution of 400 particles in the phase space at the Lambert- 
,rilll mngnet (540 turns/. 

\Inst, of t,he quadropoles in the Main Injector will be the 
r~:uced Main Ring quadrupales (according to the design re- 
Iport [I]), At the high field the actupole harmonic in the 
\lain Ring quadrupoles had been measured to be 6 Fermilab 
touits with respect to the field of the quadrupolas at 1 inch 
( /jr/B2 = 8.0 x lo-‘). Another set of simulation runs with the 
~,~aanured value of t.h e actupole multipole within the quadrupole 
,,,;,,q,,cts was performed. The influence of the actupole har- 
1~1unic from t.he quadrnpoles an the particle distribution in the 
I~/N;LFC 5phce showed that the strength of the zero-harmonic oc- 
I ~u~dc ~aeedd to be lowered The error ia quadrupole misalign- 

ment, always present in the real machine, produces a natural 
half integer stop band and propagates at twice the tune (45th 
harmonic). The slow extraction quadrupoles wiU be used nt 
the same time to correct the natural stop band of the 45th 
harmonic. In the simulation a presence of the natural 45th 
harmonic waz not taken into account. The strength of the slow 
extraction quadrupoles at the best efficiency with a particlc 
loss of less than 1% was 5.4kGm/m (at 120 GeV/c) while the 
strength of the octupole was 2.7 x 104kGm/m3. The octupole 
strength is a strength of a single octupole. In the Main Injector 
zero-harmonic octupoles wiII be distributed around the ring. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 
One of the roles of the future Main Injector will be to provide 

slow extracted beams up to 3x lOI protons to the experimental 
areas during the collider runs for use in high sensitivity K decay 
and neutrino experiments and for the test beams. The design 
of the half-integer slow extraction system and the multiparticle 
simulation of the extraction process has been presented. The 
simulation has shown that it is possible to design an efficient 
half-integer slow extraction system with the expected field qual- 
ity of the Main Injector magnets. The results of the simulation 
showed that the new &in Injector magnets should have better 
multipole content than twice the size of the multipoles withill 
the B2 Main Ring magnet at 120 GeV. The simulation also 
showed that the distortion of the extracted particles phase space 
is acceptable even with the maxima in the horizontal offsets 
through the dipoles during the last extraction turns of the or- 
der of 40 mm. The available aperture fulfiUs conditions required 
for the slow extraction beam trajectories. The elements of the 
slow extraction system fit welI within the available drift space 
of the lattice presented in the design report [I]. For the slow 
extraction quadrupoles it is possible to use the existing Main 
Ring small harmonic correction quadrupoles (20 cm long with 
an integrated strength of 0.255 kGm/m/A [5]). The strength of 
the zero-harmonic octupoles would require 50 octupoles of the 
same strength as the Main Ring chramaticity actupales with a 
current through the coils of 20 Amp (the strength of the Main 
Ring harmonic actupoles is b~L.ff = 27.92kGm/m3/A 1.51). 
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